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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE LIMITATION AND DESTRUCTION OF
GLOSSINA MORSITANS.

BY J. 0. SHIRCORE, M.B., M.R.C.P.(Edin.)

Medical Officer, East Africa Protectorate.

(SKETCH-MAP.)

"Primary Fly Centres " : Their Influence on the Distribution of G. morsitans.

Several montiis' constaxA traveling ml\ve" proclaimed, area" \ias\ed the ^mtet to
conclude that it contains at least four " primary centres " which harbour tsetse-flies,
situated as shown on the map as follows :

No. 1, opposite Rifu, near Patsanjoka Marsh ;
No. 2, W. & S.W. of Kuti Marsh ;
No. 3, at Nyansato near the Chitawa Marsh ; and
No. 4, along and on each side of the Lingadsi River, between Long. 38° 8' and

34° 13' E.
The main reasons why these are defined as " primary centres " are: (1) Fly are

found here abundantly throughout the year. (2) They are present in these situations
when there are none or extremely few elsewhere, when the whole country is bare of
grass, the trees without foliage, and the ground baked hard. (3) These are the only
areas where in the dry season water is actually above the earth's surface or at no
great depth below. For example, at the Lingadsi River the centre is almost
definitely limited in length by the water and moisture in the river-bed. At Patsanjoka
the water is present throughout the dry season. At Kuti and Chitawa it dries
late, but here it is seen that although the marshes are superficially dry, yet during
late October and early November, before any rain, fresh grass already springs up
and trees begin to put on green foliage in the low-lying country near the marshes ;
this is in marked contrast to other parts of the district, e.g., the portions between
Nsadzu, Waya and Matumba to Mtalamanja, that being somewhat raised undulating
broken country with a fairly rocky surface. (4) It is in these situations that the fly
can best feed during the long season of drought; there are herds of eland and buffalo
at the Lingadsi; waterbuck, hartebeest and eland at Nyansato ; and various species
of large and small game at Patsanjoka and Kuti dambos, and numbers of these
can be seen at various times resting in the shade during the heat of the day. (5)
In these places there is light forest with fairly short grass, here and there open glades,
and water at no great distance, a combination which is ideal for both game and fly.
The latter feed as the game come to and from water, and the light forest enables
them to see and follow the game without difficulty. Heavy forest, and thick high
grass impede the flight of tsetses, and moreover they are unable to see any distance.
They are sometimes found in such situations, but not in any numbers.

The fact that the fly are found at the above-mentioned centres all the year round
and that they still exist there at the height of the dry season, when there are few or
none elsewhere, makes it quite reasonable to suppose that they breed at these places,
and that it is from these centres that they extend into the surrounding country along
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connecting forest as soon as the conditions become suitable. This is actually observed
to take place. During May, June, and early July, tsetses are to be found constantly,
though in small numbers, along routes where during August and September they
absolutely disappear, or are present in almost negligible numbers, or only at odd
times. This applies to almost all the main routes, except just at and opposite the
four centres indicated. During late September, October and November a distinct
but gradual increase becomes evident, and during November, before the rains, flies
re-appear in situations in which they were to be found early in May. Kadiations
from the primary centres begin about this period, so far as the physical character
of the country, the large garden clearings and the seasonal conditions allow. With
the onset of the rains the spread increases, as more suitable situations are created;
the rough stony country becomes a habitat and other breeding centres—" secondary
centres "—are established. The fly thus continues to increase until the rains are
over, the streams dry, and the grass withered, and then the hot season with its bush-
fires once more performs a natural prophylactic measure.

On regarding the subject from this aspect, the measure which I advocate is that
the forest connections along which radiations take place should be cut off, or otherwise
dealt with, early in the year, about May, so that the actual " primary centres," which
should have been delimited at the height of the previous dry season, are isolated. After
this has been performed, all the trees in these centres should be cut down and left to
dry, and by the end of July or August, when the whole country i3 parched (grass-fires
having been strictly prohibited during this period), wholesale and extensive burning
should be carried out over these areas, commencing from the side of the " extensions "
and progressing towards the main and isolated bodies of fly. At Kuti, Nyansato
and Patsanjoka (Rifu) this could be done, and with especial ease at the last situation.
At Lingadsi it would be difficult, but sufficient could be done here to prevent a southern
extension which links up with the north arm of the Nyansato area during the rains.

If " extensions " depend on primary sources, as they undoubtedly do, then it must
needs follow that their limitation or the lessening of their numbers must lessen the
formation of " secondary centres " and their " extensions " and will therefore curtail
the distribution and numbers of the fly.

Game plays a minor part in the actual habitat of G. morsitans. It is true that in
the above-mentioned areas game is plentiful and that blood is necessary to the life of
the fly, but there are numerous situations where game is present in this same pro-
hibited area, yet fly are not found, and where fly though present during the wet-sesaon
are absent during the dry.

The effect of prophylactic forest cleaning on G. morsitans.

"With a view to indicate the results of even moderate clearings of some 150 yards
around villages in the " proclaimed area," a few observations may well be recorded.
Before such measures were adopted it was noticed that clearings made for agricultural
purposes by the inhabitants of a certain chain of villages lying east of Mtalamanja,
and nortii and south of the River Lipimbi along its course to Lake Nyasa, shewed a
decided effect, as compared with other parts of the district, on the distribution of
G. morsitans, which was further emphasised by the clearing of areas in the vicinity of
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these villages. African villages as a rule have more or less definite patches of forest,
light or otherwise, surrounding them, for various reasons. The paths from such
villages leading to main roads, gardens, water supplies and neighbouring villages
traverse these patches and it is in such positions that tsetses are found. Where there
are groups of villages arranged somewhat in continuity, one does not find much game
immediately near or between such habitations, at any rate not during the day, yet
in fly districts tsetses are invariably present in such situations, if the conditions are
not unsuitable, such as " dambo " areas or sandy soil near the lake, and rough rocky
•elevated country with little vegetation inland. Such places are unsuitable for much
vegetable growth, superficial moisture is absent and subsoil water is probably at a
great depth; forest cannot support itself and without some continuity of trees,
however irregular, fly cannot exist in any numbers. Travelling through such areas
fly are not seen, nor are they found feeding on game shot in " dambos," except when
near the fringe of forest harbouring the fly. It is observed that in favourable places
some distance from dense fly " centres," one finds small belts or rings of fly con-
gregated round villages and in forest patches on one or other or both sides of the
roads between villages, the numbers fluctuating according to the season. So that the
villagers are constantly fed on, for the greater part of the year, by these flies every time
they leave or return to their villages. It is obvious that inland villages must generally
be situated, in such positions; forest is to the native not only an indication of arable
land, but is also a protection from heat and weather conditions ; the timber and
grass is utilised for building purposes and fuel. Water supplies must also be near at
hand, and as these conditions—i.e. forest and relative humidity, together with the
natives, their sheep, goats and dogs—supply all the wants of the fly, they therefore
are likely to persist in frequenting these haunts. It is seen that along the River
Lipimbi the rough continuity of villages, i.e. 19 over a distance of some 8J miles,
their garden-clearings, etc., has performed a natural division of the fly-belt at the
junction between its southern extension from the Lingadzi area (No. 4) and the.
northern extension from the Nyansato area (No. 3).

The prophylactic clearings which were adopted made a still further and decided
impression, so much so that after the summer grass fires had swept the country
scarcely a single fly was noticeable along the road between Mtalamanja's village and
Msosa's, the latter being situated at the Lake. Again it was noticed that before
village clearing was performed, fly which followed one during journeys from Domira
Bay—they being first met shortly after crossing the "dambo" opposite area No. 3—
kept one company till Matumba's village, and through Matumba's group of villages
well along the Chunzi Road; in fact, some invariably came into the Medical Officer's
house at Chunzi with the " safari." When subsequently clearing was performed at
Matumba's, it was found that this area acted as a check to the progress of the fly;
they dispersed shortly after passing the edge of the clearings, and the few that followed
would be lost while going through the villages. Other instances could be quoted
shewing these effects in varying degree, according to the nearness of villages to the
main " fly centres " and the physical character of the country. For example, some
villages are protected from fly by their slightly elevated rocky sites ; others by being
situated near stream-beds which are dry during the summer and in which the subsoil
water is at a depth of 8 to 12ft.; and others by small abruptly rising hills which •
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prevent an extension of the fly-belts. When these facts are considered, the formulating
of systematic prophylactic measures becomes a matter of comparative ease; but a
thorough knowledge of the country is essential. What is suitable in one place may
not be so in another, and each area must be dealt with according to its particular
requirements.

The clearing of villages, the increase of agriculture, the splitting up of fly-belts near
villages and along main routes by forest destruction and burning, the attacking of
" fly centres," as indicated above, cannot otherwise than profoundly modify the
entire distribution of G. morsitans in inhabited areas. These practical methods would
ultimately limit fly to areas which need not be entered by natives while carrying on
their ordinary means of livelihood, and further those who contracted trypanosomiasis,
after entering these " segregated fly areas," would be harmless as regards the spread
of the disease.
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